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Resilience in the Face of Cancer
and COVID-19
Christine Healy, Licensed Clinical Social Worker

When the pandemic began in February, many cancer
patients echoed the thought, “Now, others finally
understand what it is like to be fearful of germs,
practice social distancing and to worry about being
immunocompromised.” Our patients have had these worries
since their cancer diagnoses and have often struggled
with the social isolation that followed. COVID-19 has
intensified these feelings to the extent that many of the
things that used to bring them joy are now off-limits, like
visiting loved ones and friends. Their worlds have become
even smaller and things that were helpful distractions have
been minimized or completely taken away. At a time when
connecting with others seems even more important, it can
be dangerous and possibly life-threatening for some.
We are being asked to come up with creative ways to
connect. Zoom, Facetime and Skype are just some of the
platforms offering opportunities for emotional support,
family connections and even Bingo. This has been
Continues on page 2
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Resilience in the Face
of Cancer and COVID-19
wonderful for patients and family members who live
far away. For others who are not comfortable in the
technology world, it can be more stressful.
The challenge seems to be finding meaning and
purpose daily, and being open to change or trying
something new. Suddenly, cleaning out a closet or
trying new recipes in the kitchen seems attractive.
Connecting with nature or going for a walk before the
temperature hits 85 degrees has been helpful for many.
In this newsletter, you will hear from our patients and
caregivers who have reached deep into their bag of
tools for help with mood and balance. After all, we are
all truly resilient but as you will read, it takes flexibility,
some creativity and a bit of humor to get there.

YOUR VOICE

MATTERS
Learn How Sharing
Your Voice Can Impact the
Patient Experience
Ask about the
Patient and Family Advisory Council at
PatientAdvisors@Moffitt.org.

H E A LT H & W E L L- B E I N G

Healthy Eating
During Quarantine
Diane Riccardi, MPH, RD, LDN, Moffitt Registered
Dietitian Nutritionist

More than ever, people are interested in maintaining
a strong immune system and one of the best ways to
achieve this is by eating nutritious foods. Unfortunately,
social distancing and stay at home orders may be
contributing to unhealthy habits. Current purchasing
trends indicate that households are buying more nonperishable, shelf-stable foods, calorie-laden comfort
foods, alcohol and restaurant take-out orders. Paired with
a more sedentary lifestyle that includes stress and anxiety,
these factors can lead to a compromised and lowered
immune function.
Although healthy eating can be challenging, these times
present an opportunity to adopt healthier eating habits.
Here are some tips:
Stay on a Routine — Avoid the urge of endless snacking on
less nutritious foods by eating three balanced meals per
day away from your desk and other distractions.
Hydrate — Staying hydrated at work while wearing a mask
is difficult, but even at home we can fall short. Keep water
handy in a refillable bottle and set a reminder to drink
8-10 cups a day.
Don’t Skip the Produce — Stressors of a pandemic cause
us to gravitate towards the overconsumption of alcohol
and unhealthy foods. Keep fruit and chopped vegetables
in view for easy access. Try moving the candy dish and
packaged snacks out of sight.
Start Cooking — Restaurant take-out foods can be high in
fat, salt and added sugars. Instead, prepare simple, quick
and healthy recipes at home. Involve the whole family,
including your kids, in the planning and cooking of meals
to pass on healthy habits to the next generation.
For more information about Nutrition, please go to:
Moffitt.org/nutrition or call 813-745-3609.
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M A K I N G D E C I S I O N S I N H E A LT H C A R E A N D E T H I C S

The Emotions Behind the Mask

Dr. Blaise Mooney, Medical Director, Richard M. Schulze Family Foundation Outpatient Center at Moffitt McKinley Campus

As a physician, taking care of patients with cancer in the era
of COVID-19 has been a challenge. Testing for COVID-19 has
added steps and new worries for patients and their families.
Keeping our staff safe has added multiple steps to the
simplest of tasks, like entering a building. The word “doctor”
literally means teacher. In addition to medicine and lifesaving procedures, successful treatment involves educating
patients about their disease and how to avoid COVID-19.
Masks, visitor limitations and social distancing have been
helpful to stop the spread of diseases. These changes
have saved lives. However, those life-saving actions have
forced us to change the way we teach our patients and their
families about their cancer.
Cancer is a complex disease. It carries with it a heavy
emotional burden. For many people, it is the first time in
their lives dealing with a potentially deadly or life altering
illness. Early in the diagnosis, patients and families are
faced with numerous tests and results. The amount of new
incoming information and stress of having cancer can be
overwhelming. I have often found this to be true. In my
practice, I rely heavily upon family members and caregivers
to make sure that the diagnosis and recommended next
steps are clearly understood.
To do this, I pay close attention to facial expressions.
This past April, I was explaining the results of a breast
biopsy to a patient. To protect our patients and staff from
COVID-19, our visitor policy restricted her husband from
attending the appointment. The conversation was difficult,
as was trying to explain to her in person while her husband
listened on a cell phone. Her mask covered her frowns but
did not hide her tears. I wanted to comfort her and her
husband, but I couldn’t. We did our best. I apologized for the
impersonal nature of our encounter. As a doctor, I felt very
inadequate and decided to make changes.
The next time, I asked the patient if she would like to go to
a private area with her family so we could talk to everyone. I
used my laptop and camera, and took my mask off so they
could see my face. I was also able to show them images,
which helped explain the extent of her cancer and what

she was facing. As we talked, her family was next to her
providing comfort and asking questions. I was able to lay
out the next steps. I ensured that they understood our plan
for her specific type of breast cancer and that a team of
Moffitt doctors and nurses would be taking care of her. I
knew she would have more questions, so I made sure she
understood how to use Moffitt’s Patient Portal. We set up
virtual visits with members of her health care team, allowing
them to safely communicate and address her concerns
with her family listening and taking notes. This was all done
safely with faces visible.
Cancer raises questions and waiting for the answers is
excruciating. Delivering clear information is vital to helping
patients fight and cope with cancer. COVID-19 forced us
to change the way we communicate and how we teach our
patients. As health care workers, we care deeply for every
patient facing cancer. We will find ways to improve delivery
of clear information and teach our patients and their families.
I look forward to the days of in-person conversations
again, but until then, I will strive to deliver clear information
as safe as possible using every means available.

Did you know…
Moffitt offers cancer screenings
at several of our locations!

To detect certain types of cancer early, Moffitt
recommends that adults receive screenings on
a regular basis as determined by established
guidelines. You do not need a referral or a cancer
diagnosis to come to Moffitt for a screening.
These screenings are available for our
community at Moffitt:
• Colonoscopy
• CT Lung Screening
• B reast Screening (Mammography,
MRI, Ultrasound)
To learn more about the specific screenings
recommended, visit Moffitt.org/ScreenNow.
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S P OT L I G H T O N . . .

Moffitt’s Support
Groups Keep Zoomin’ On
Sean T. Powell, MSW, LCSW, CCM, OSW-C,
Director of Social Work and Patient and Family Services

Moffitt’s Department of Social Work has always provided
a variety of support groups for patients, caregivers and
families to provide safe places to discuss the challenges
of a cancer diagnosis. The pandemic placed unique
challenges for support groups since they are traditionally
held in person. The need to maintain social distancing
guidelines and protect a vulnerable population meant
that the normal format would have to be reimagined.
Fortunately, Moffitt already had a solution.
Moffitt offers a variety of support groups weekly,
monthly and quarterly. The general patient support
group and the friends and family group meet weekly in
a conference room located close to the in-patient units.
“Patient and caregivers depend on this opportunity
to talk with others who really understand and can
empathize. We had to keep these groups going no
matter what,” said Donna DiClementi, manager of OutPatient Social Work. “We quickly mobilized to transition
our support groups to a conference call format. It would
be a challenge not meeting in person, but we focused
on the opportunity for more people to participate
because they didn’t have to drive to campus.” In May,
Moffitt began offering support groups via conference
calls. Despite apprehension about whether people would
engage in support group in this format, DeClementi said,
“We were pleasantly surprised to find people continuing
to attend these groups.”
As Moffitt enhanced its use of the Zoom conferencing
platform, the unique opportunity arose to add a video
component to the calls. Christine Healy, a licensed
clinical social worker at Moffitt, facilitates the metastatic
breast cancer support group and was the first social
worker to facilitate a video group. “I’ve been facilitating
the metastatic breast group for years,” said Healy. “This
group is full of dedicated women who have known each
other and have been attending group for a long time. It
was risky to try this technology, but it was a tremendous
success! While it is not the same as being in person, the
women felt more connected being able to see each other
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as they talked about their experiences,” she said.
The Department of Social Work quickly embraced this
technology and began offering video conferencing to
all the support groups in June. The groups have been
well-attended allowing patients and caregivers, who
were previously unable to attend before due to distance
or lack of transportation, an opportunity to participate.
Offering video conferencing for support groups has
been a dream of Moffitt’s social work team for years.
While they were patiently waiting on the technology and
opportunity to offer video conferencing, the department
couldn’t have predicted that a pandemic would launch
the initiative to bring support groups to patients in a
safe and user-friendly way.
One of the more interesting uses of Zoom was for
the Families First program, a special program offered
quarterly that Moffitt launched over twenty years ago.
Families First is designed to help parents and their
children adjust to the changes that occur within the
family when a parent has cancer. In lieu of regularly
scheduled weekend events that were held in person,
Moffitt launched a special group called Parenting
During Cancer. “Our Saturday events were generally
well-attended by families but due to the driving
distance, many other families could not attend. Offering
this Parenting During Cancer group via Zoom gave the
social workers the opportunity to be creative while
including and helping as many families as possible. We
have several parents who have been attending regularly
and it has been extremely beneficial,” shared Jolene
Rowe, manager of In-Patient Social Work.
It is as important to care for your emotional health as
it is your physical health when facing cancer. Moffitt
is proud to continue to offer the support you need
even when the world looks a little different. If you are
interested in attending a support group, please call the
Social Work Office at 813-745-8407 to pre-register and
obtain log-in information.

MOFFITT RESOURCES

to Help Patients and Caregivers
U PC OM ING EVENTS December-January-February
Virtual Relaxation/Meditation for Stress Relief
813-745-6052
Virtual/Zoom only, RSVP only, please email
PatientWellness@Moffitt.org

New Patient Chemotherapy Class
Bichoy.Gabra@Moffitt.org
MCC — Owl’s Den — Every Mon., 12-1 p.m., 1st floor
MCC — Owl’s Den — Every Thurs., 1-2 p.m., 1st floor

Open Art Studio
Arts in Medicine Studio
MCB – 3rd floor, Mon.- Fri., 9:30 a.m.-4:00 p.m

Virtual Meet the Experts
813-745-1690
Virtual/Zoom only, Wed., 10-10:30 a.m., RSVP only,
please email PatientLibrary@Moffitt.org

PATIEN T AND FAMI LY S U P P O RT GRO U P S
Due to social distancing, we are offering Zoom support groups until the end of the year. To learn more about
any of the support groups offered, including times, please call the Social Work office at 813-745-8407.

General Cancer Support Group
Weekly meeting for patients diagnosed with any cancer type to connect with others and share mutual support.
Meets every Tuesday, 1-2 p.m. via Zoom Meeting. To register, please call 813-745-8407.

Family and Friends Support Group
Weekly meeting for families and caregivers of patients with any cancer type to connect with others and share
mutual support. Meets every Wednesday, 1-2 p.m. via Zoom Meeting. To register, please call 813-745-8407.

Metastatic Breast Cancer Support Group
Meet with people who have been diagnosed with stage IV metastatic breast cancer to share mutual support.
Meets every Tuesday, 11 a.m.-12 p.m. via Zoom Meeting. To register, please call 813-745-8407.

Breast Cancer Connection
Monthly support group for anyone who has been diagnosed with breast cancer. Meets the first Tuesday of
every month, 6-7 p.m. via Zoom Meeting. To register, please call 813-745-8407.

Families First: Parenting During Cancer
A support group for parents raising young children and teens while living with cancer. Meet Wednesdays,
4-5 p.m. via Zoom Meeting. To register, please call 813-745-8407.

Support Group for Caregivers of Brain Cancer Patients
Monthly meeting for caregivers of patients with brain tumors, brain metastasis and CNS. Meets first Friday
of each month, 1-2 p.m. via Zoom Meeting. To register, please call 813-745-8407.
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Patient Tips
and Wisdom for
Surviving COVID
When it comes to the realities of COVID-19, I find that keeping
myself busy is the best approach — It’s been good for me! It’s
been really beneficial and I go as far as making a daily schedule
for myself. At first, when I wasn’t doing that, I realized I was
wasting my day away. I had no direction! So, having a weekly
schedule has been really fulfilling and I finally feel productive.
My week is quite busy. I have yoga class, support group, ladies
group, art time, cooking time, reading time, time for returning calls
and emails, changing the sheets on our bed, regular laundry time,
writing letters to elders and time set aside to work on a special
art project. Of course, there is also time set aside for certain
household chores on specific days that includes special projects
like organizing the linen closet or cupboards. There is time set
aside to give myself a mani-pedi, too!
I look at my calendar and create a little list for myself every
evening. I’m not that strict either; sometimes, I’ll need to move
something to another day. Overall, it’s a guide that keeps me busy,
productive and keeps me from worrying about the virus! This
may not sound like very much fun, but it takes my mind off my
cancer treatment and the fact that I’m at risk for COVID-19. I enjoy
staying home a lot more when my day is set up for me. Give it a
try and see if you like it as much as I do!
—Z
 oe Marcus, Patient Advisor,
Patient and Family Advisory Council

During this pandemic, it is so
important to approach each
day with gratitude and joy. To
wake up with positive thoughts
of looking forward to even the
smallest things that are around
you; a flower you can see from
your window, the blue skies
and even the rain that will
bring greener grass tomorrow.
Coping with cancer during this
time isn't easy, but as each
day passes, be thankful for
the next sunrise and know you
are stronger with each new
day. I have found that Moffitt's
online support groups have
provided much needed help
that has lifted my spirits by
speaking with others going
through the same ups and
downs in life. I am not alone
and I am so thankful for these
virtual programs that have
become my new routine in life
to look forward to each week,
a blessing of joy.

One activity that has helped me immensely in coping
with social isolation during the pandemic is a monthly
lunch outing with my brother-in-law. He is a tremendously
thoughtful and caring person who picks me up at home and
drives us to a sparsely seated outdoor restaurant situated
on Old Tampa Bay near the Gandy bridge where we enjoy a
great meal and a few beers while discussing whatever’s on
our minds, good or bad. It is an enormous comfort to me to
get away, relax and forget about my prostate disease and
the chemotherapy I’m currently undergoing. I thank him
profusely for this simple act of kindness that has helped me
in immeasurable ways.
—S
 teve Vanater, Stage IV Prostate
Cancer Survivor

—H
 ugh Hedley,
Moffitt Patient

Dealing with a cancer diagnosis is hard enough without a
pandemic. What helped me was always video calling my Mom in
to appointments and taking a notebook to every appointment
to write things down. I also reminded myself that "This Too Shall
Pass" I took advantage of the wonderful support groups that
Moffitt offers and that has really helped me.
— Temi Omaghomi, Moffitt Patient

CAREGIVER CORNER

Making the
Best of Things
Alana Vanater, Caregiver

My husband was diagnosed with
advanced metastatic prostate
cancer on April 13, 2020. He received
his diagnosis during a time when
everything was shutting down due to
the pandemic. All our consultations,
including his initial diagnosis, were
done via Zoom so we don’t know what
it would have been like to get this news
during normal times. The pandemic makes everything
more difficult because I can’t go with him for any tests
or office visits. More importantly, I can’t be with him

when he has his chemotherapy and immunotherapy
infusions. I have never been inside Moffitt other
than recently going to the family waiting room in the
adjacent building. Besides not being with my husband
to support him when he goes for treatment, we can’t
see our family and friends like we used to or travel
which would help take our minds off things.
What does help during this pandemic are things we
can do together like taking walks, swimming and
playing bean bag toss. Things I do by myself is read,
work jigsaw puzzles and most importantly, attend
Zoom support groups.

FAMILIES FIRST

Learn from experts on how to talk to your
children, what information to share based
on their age, ways to cope as a family and
what behaviors you should look for in your
children that show they are coping well
or are having difficulties. Stepparents,
parenting partners and custodial adults are
encouraged to attend. For more information
please call 813-745-8407.
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I attend a call every two weeks with women whose
husbands have prostate cancer. It’s sponsored by
UsToo, a prostate cancer support organization. It’s
very helpful talking with other women going through
the same thing. I’ve also been on caregiver support
calls with Moffitt. From the Moffitt support calls, I
learned of integrated medicine options for patients
and caregivers and recently attended my first
meditation class. It was a great class and I think will
be very beneficial for me. I plan to attend again and
my husband plans to join too.
One sentiment I heard recently which helps me keep
perspective is, “Things don’t necessarily happen for
the best, but you can choose to make the best of
things that happen.” That is how we are both trying to
handle this as well as taking it one day at a time.

COPING WITH CANCER

Yoga and Cancer
Jennifer Dillard , Moffitt Patient

Metastatic Breast Cancer (MBC) can be an incredibly
painful and isolating disease. There is a certain
loneliness that creeps in when the strength of
the emotions connected with the initial diagnosis
dissipate and you are left to face the realities of
living with this disease on a daily basis. This isolation
coupled with the insurmountable physical and mental
challenges that the Covid-19 crisis has brought
about could have caused me to spiral downwards
emotionally, spiritually and physically. From the very
beginning of my cancer healing journey, yoga and
meditation sessions have been integral life giving
practices that have provided immeasurable benefits to
my heart, mind, body and soul. Throw Covid into the
mix and I was immediately concerned that this lifeline
was in jeopardy of becoming unavailable during a time
when my everyday cancer burdens were compounded
by an unparalleled level of anxiety and fear associated
with exposure to the coronavirus. Quarantined
in my home, already trying to work through the
physical and emotional challenges surrounding my
cancer AND now the coronavirus as well — it was
quickly becoming overwhelming. Thankfully, my
Moffitt Integrative Medicine Yoga Therapist, Sharen
Lock, recognized immediately that many of us were
struggling so she reached out to us to explore the
possibility of practicing yoga and meditation virtually
using Zoom. We did an initial yoga practice session
together working through some of the limitations
associated with virtual platforms. Eventually, through
her patience, perseverance, gentle guidance and
leadership, we have recreated a way to continue
with the restorative yoga that not only addresses
strength, flexibility and mobility but also incorporates
techniques to work through stress reactions in order
to restore life balance, calm, and healing energy.
Soon after we started back with our virtual yoga
practice, Sharen began offering meditation sessions
again. I have been a long time practitioner of
meditation, but found it difficult to attend the weekly

in-person session that were offered at Moffitt. Having
access to weekly meditation practices online has been
one of the surprising gifts brought on by Covid. Now
I am able to attend virtual meditation sessions most
weeks, and I have noticed the number of participants
has increased significantly from the in-person sessions
— something wonderfully encouraging emerging from
the challenges of Covid.
The yoga and meditation that I do has re-focused my
resolve to integrate mindfulness techniques, healing
breath and ease into the many challenges we are
facing today. Meditation and yoga continue to be
important means for finding balance, self-love, gentle
kindness and compassion in the midst of cancer
and Covid. I am so grateful to my Moffitt Integrative
Medicine Yoga Therapist for sharing her healing gifts
with us. It is because of Sharen and her commitment to
her patients that I am continuing to thrive — Thank You!
All yoga and meditation sessions are free of charge.
Group sessions are open to both patients and
caregivers. Pre-recorded meditation and yoga audios
or videos are available at Moffitt.org/Meditation and
Moffitt.org/Yoga.
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Y O U N G A D U LT S L I V I N G W I T H C A N C E R

Parenting in Times of COVID
Joel Santos González, Adolescent and Young Adult (AYA) Program Ambassador

Parenting on a normal day can be challenging. Add
cancer to that equation and it becomes an even more
difficult task. Add a pandemic to that equation and it
becomes among the hardest tasks imaginable… Or so it
may seem. Like most of my life since being diagnosed
with cancer, I’ve found that it all depends on how you
look at it. It’s true there are things our family misses. It
was tough not taking our usual vacation to see our family
in New York and Puerto Rico. It was tough to end baseball
season early and put off soccer season. It was tough
to stop going to school and switch to online. But these
changes were more of an adjustment for my wife and I
than they were for our kids. Ironically, I learned more from
my kids about coping than they learned from me. While I
was a bundle of worries, they took the changes in stride.
They found fun things to do at home. They did their
homework on the computer and followed the routines

we set for them. They
continued to laugh, play
and be joyous. They very
Joel Santos González and family
quickly understood that
the pandemic is something
temporary and that we do what we need to do for now. It
took me a couple of months, but my wife and I are there
now too. We’re grateful that I can continue treatment and
we can keep our family safe. To the parents struggling to
navigate the pandemic, give your kids a big hug and pull
your strength from them. Let their joy be your joy.
I promise you’ll all get through it.
To learn more about Moffitt’s Adolescent and Young
Adult program, please call 813-745-4736 or email
AYA@Moffitt.org.

C H A P L A I N ’ S C H AT

Nurturing Our Spirit
Valerie Storms, Manager Chaplaincy Care

How in the world do we get through the COVID-19
pandemic? It can sure make us scared, angry and very
worried about ourselves and our loved ones. What do
we do with all these feelings? How do we cope?
In times like these, it helps to have a safe place or a
person to help us when things get to be too much.
Some people pray. Some go to church, temple or
synagogue. Some listen to music. Others get outside
and take a walk, boat, swim, bike or just sit in the sun
or the shade. Others find a good friend and spend
time with them talking or maybe just sitting (with their
masks on) while feeling safe in their friend’s company.
Doing things like these are different ways of nurturing
of our spirit. Each of us has a spirit and just like our
10

body gets sick, sometimes our spirit gets sick, too.
This is when we need to stop, find that safe place
or that safe person and help our spirit get back to
good health.
COVID-19 is going to be with us a while longer — it
won’t go away by itself. Finding ways to keep our spirit
healthy will help us remain positive.
If you would like to talk with a chaplain, please call
us at 813-745-2856. Be safe and be well.

PAT I E N T ’ S P E R S P E CT I V E

Lung Cancer and COVID-19... Really?
Sherri Haines,
Moffitt Patient

Moving to a new state can
be challenging... there is so
much to do! I had settled
into our new home and a
year later came the stage 4
lung cancer diagnosis.
I didn’t have even one friend in the area and my
family was so far away.
In the beginning, my cancer diagnosis consumed my
every thought. I was Sherry with stage 4 cancer. I was
full of anxiety, stress and was very depressed. After
the first year, I decided I just wanted to be Sherry
and not let cancer define me. I was ready to make
new friends and try new things. I started doing yoga
a couple times a week, joined a book club, signed up
for the monthly paint night at the museum and
started going to a women’s cancer support group.
Funny how simple my plans were and how COVID-19
changed it all.
I heeded the precautions of stay-at-home orders
and social distancing. I basically stopped going
everywhere. I’m so good at regularly wearing a
mask and washing my hands. Somehow, I still got
COVID-19. It started with a sore throat, dry cough,
extreme fatigue, nausea, chills, headache and fever.
I decided to go to the emergency room because of
my lung cancer.
During my first trip to the emergency room, I had my
nose swabbed and a respiratory panel done. I was
extremely fearful and anxious to be there. Since my
lungs were clear, I was sent home with anti-nausea
medication and was told the COVID-19 test results
would take 24 hours. The next day, the doctor called
to check on me and said my test was negative. He
was still very concerned with how sick I was and
wanted to run more tests.

On the second trip to the emergency room, I had a
rapid response nose swab which tested positive. I
was given a dose of antibiotics, more anti-nausea
medication and was sent home to rest. I was exhausted
and becoming weaker. The third trip to the emergency
room was by ambulance. I was so nauseated that
I couldn’t drink and became very dehydrated. The
emergency room doctor said that the fifth through
eighth days of COVID-19 are the worst… I was on day
four and he was right.

"I still have moments of sadness, but I'm
finding new ways to take back what cancer
and COVID -19 almost stole... my hapiness."

Two weeks later, I had lost twelve pounds. I was
finally feeling well enough to eat and start my oral
chemotherapy again. This is when the depression
really set in. I had already felt so isolated during the
pandemic. Now, I was super weak and my hair was
falling out. I had chills so bad that my muscles hurt.
I had daily headaches, memory problems, sore calves,
neck pain and a UTI.
It took over two months to recover from COVID. I had
some very low moments during my isolation. Constant
thoughts plagued me. How do I live with cancer in a
COVID-19 world? Will I ever have a normal life again?
On some days, I cried. I was still grieving for all the
plans I had made for 2020 that would never happen.
Cancer takes so much from us and COVID-19 was
another thief. However, I’m learning that fear is a thief
as well and has robbed me from happiness often.
My life after COVID-19 has become more virtual. I’m
connecting with other cancer patients in support
groups virtually. I still have moments of sadness, but
I’m finding new ways to take back what cancer and
COVID-19 almost stole… my happiness. See page 5 for
information about Virtual Support Groups available.
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VIRTUAL Patient and
Family Orientation

Learn how to:
CONNECT WITH PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
PARTNER WITH YOUR CARE TEAM
FIND YOUR WAY AROUND MOFFITT

• Presented in English and Spanish
• View online at MOFFITT.org/Orientation

813-745-1690 | Orientation@Moffitt.org.

COVID-19 SURVEILLANCE STUDY

Want to know if you have
COVID-19 antibodies?
Get tested for FREE by joining
Moffitt’s COVID-19 antibody
study and receive a $25 gift
card. Hillsborough County
residents interested in joining
our COVID-19 research study,
visit www.redcap.link/moffitt-covid
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